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Sex determination in papaya is controlled by a recently evolved XY
chromosome pair, with two slightly different Y chromosomes
controlling the development of males (Y) and hermaphrodites (Yh).
To study the events of early sex chromosome evolution, we se-
quenced the hermaphrodite-specific region of the Yh chromosome
(HSY) and its X counterpart, yielding an 8.1-megabase (Mb) HSY
pseudomolecule, and a 3.5-Mb sequence for the corresponding X
region. The HSY is larger than the X region, mostly due to retro-
transposon insertions. The papaya HSY differs from the X region
by two large-scale inversions, the first of which likely caused the
recombination suppression between the X and Yh chromosomes,
followed by numerous additional chromosomal rearrangements.
Altogether, including the X and/or HSY regions, 124 transcription
units were annotated, including 50 functional pairs present in both
the X and HSY. Ten HSY genes had functional homologs elsewhere
in the papaya autosomal regions, suggesting movement of genes
onto the HSY, whereas the X region had none. Sequence diver-
gence between 70 transcripts shared by the X and HSY revealed
two evolutionary strata in the X chromosome, corresponding to
the two inversions on the HSY, the older of which evolved about
7.0 million years ago. Gene content differences between the HSY
and X are greatest in the older stratum, whereas the gene content
and order of the collinear regions are identical. Our findings sup-
port theoretical models of early sex chromosome evolution.
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Sex chromosomes have evolved independently in diverse line-ages of animals and plants, and new dioecious species are still
evolving (1, 2). Evidence of homology between nascent sex chro-
mosome pairs in flowering plants and fish (3–6) supports the notion
that sex chromosomes evolved from autosomes that gained sex
determination genes. The key event in sex chromosomeevolution is
the suppression of recombination between the sex-determining
regions of ancestrally homologous chromosome pairs, which limits
one chromosome of the pair to one sex, producing XY (male
heterogametic) or ZW (female heterogametic) systems. Evolu-
tionarymodels predict that a lack of recombination allows forY- or
W-specific characteristics to accumulate, through the reduced ef-
ficacy of selection on these chromosomes (7, 8), leading to the Y
and W chromosomes accumulating deleterious mutations and
transposable elements, and ultimately undergoing genetic de-
generation, through the loss of genes or gene functions, as observed
in mammals, Drosophila, birds, fishes, and snakes (9, 10). In some
animals and plants, the greater number of mitotic cell divisions in
spermatogenesis than oogenesis also leads to Y chromosomes
having a higher mutation rate than autosomes or X chromosomes
(11–14) and is predicted to further contribute to greater changes of
the evolvingY (orW) chromosome than theX (orZ) chromosome.
To test these predictions of repetitive sequence accumulation,
chromosomal rearrangements, gene movement, gene loss, and
pseudogenization on theY versus theX, complete sequences of the
sex determining regions are needed. To date, complete sequences
of the sex-determining regions of both sex chromosomes are
scarce, and complete sequences of one sex chromosome are only
available in a handful of species. Human sex chromosomes have
complete X and Y sex chromosome sequences and have been
thoroughly studied and compared with the X and Y sequences
available for the rhesus monkey and chimpanzee (15–20); the
chicken Z andMarchantia polymorpha Y chromosomes have been
completely sequenced (21, 22), but not their W and X chromo-
somes.DraftY chromosome sequences are available inDrosophila,
but not complete sequences (23), although large regions of the
recently evolved Drosophila miranda neoY have been compared
with the homolog (24).
From these sex chromosome sequences, the results of evolu-
tion in ancient sex chromosome systems are better understood.
Mammalian sex chromosomes evolved about 166 million years
ago (MYA) (25). Ninety-five percent of the human Y is a non-
recombining male-specific region (MSY), flanked by two physi-
cally small pseudoautosomal regions (15). The MSY has lost
most of its gene content relative to the corresponding X chro-
mosome region, which is estimated to have 1,098 genes; the
MSY carries 78 protein-coding genes, encoding 27 different
proteins, only 16 of which have X-linked homologs representing
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“X-degenerated” descendents of genes in the ancestral chro-
mosome (26, 27).
No comparisons have yet been possible between completely se-
quenced sex-determining regions of recently evolved sex chromo-
some systems. Dioecious plants are better suited than the ancient
human orDrosophila sex chromosomes for studying the early stages
of sex chromosome evolution. In Silene latifolia, Y-linked alleles
have lower expression than their X homologs and an excess of
(presumably often deleterious) amino acid substitutions in their
coding sequences, showing genetic degeneration of the Y chro-
mosome is occurring, as predicted (28, 29). S. latifolia has hetero-
morphic sex chromosomes estimated to have evolved 5–10 MYA
(30) and are thus slightly older than those of papaya (see below).
Gene loss during plant sex chromosome evolution has not yet been
assessed, because sex-linked genes have been ascertained largely
through geneticmapping of genes discovered fromEST sequences;
consequently, genes with extant Y-linked alleles are most readily
discovered, potentially seriously underestimating the proportion of
genes lost during the evolution of Y-linked regions. The S. latifolia
results just mentioned (28, 29) are based on RNA-Seq, so even
though they identify many sex-linked genes, genomic or physical
maps of the sex chromosomes and unbiased estimates of gene
losses from the Y-linked region of the sex chromosome pair cannot
be obtained. Details of sex chromosome repetitive sequences are
also unknown, although it is clear that the Y chromosome has
a greater abundance than the rest of S. latifolia’s large genome (31).
Here we describe the complete sequencing of the papaya Yh-
specific region together with its X counterpart, allowing a compre-
hensive comparison of the gene content and repetitive sequence
content of a plant X/Y system, providing a detailed view of the early
evolutionary events of sex chromosomeevolution in papaya. Papaya
is a trioecious tropical fruit tree with three sex types (female, male,
and hermaphrodite) controlled by an XY system. The Y chromo-
some determines male flower development, and the slightly
different Yh chromosome determines hermaphrodite flower de-
velopment. DNA sequence divergence between these two Y
chromosomes is 1.2% (32). The papaya hermaphrodite-specific
region of theYh chromosome (HSY), whichmaps to themiddle of
chromosome 1, is about 10% of the chromosome’s physical size,
and is flanked by much larger pseudoautosomal regions (3). Four
pairs of papaya X/Yh genes spanning a region of about 5–6 Mb
were previously studied: The Yh was inferred to have stopped
recombining with the X about 2–3 MYA, and no evolutionary
strata were found (33). Our analysis of the recently completed
sequence of the papaya HSY and its X counterpart now reveals
evolutionary strata in the X chromosome, formed by inversions,
causing recombination suppression of the sex-determining region.
This study details the different contributors to the X–Y size dif-
ference and an estimate of gene loss since recombination ceased.
Results
Sequencing HSY and Its X Counterpart. We initiated construction of
physical maps of the HSY and its X counterpart by screening bac-
terial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones with sex cosegregating
markers. Positive clones were confirmed by PCR amplification and
further verified by florescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to theYh
or X chromosome (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The BAC ends were then
sequenced, and newprobes were designed for chromosomewalking
out from the assembled regions. The two recombining pseudoau-
tosomal regions, which form the bulk of the papaya sex chromo-
some pair, were sequenced in the draft papaya genome, which used
a female SunUp plant, the same cultivar used in our study (34).
The HSY minimum tiling path consists of 68 overlapping BACs
with one gap near borderA (see below); the corresponding region is
continuous in the X physical map. The physical map of theX region
corresponding to the HSY region consists of 43 BACs in a mini-
mum tiling path with one gap in the middle, which is contiguous in
the HSY physical map (35). Sequencing the highly repetitive HSY
and its X counterpart is challenging even using a BAC-by-BAC
approach. Each BAC clone in the minimum tiling paths was
therefore Sanger sequenced using shotgun libraries at 8- to 20-fold
coverage (depending on the complexity of the sequences). After
quality trimming, the reads were assembled into contiguous
sequences, with manual correction of possible base-call errors (see
Methods), and joined to form pseudomolecules. The HSY pseu-
domolecule included a total of 8.1 Mb in 15 contigs. The X pseu-
domolecule of 5.4Mb in 12 contigs includes a 1.9-MbKnob1 region
shared by the X and Yh and a 3.5-Mb X-specific region (Fig. 1).
Defining the HSY Borders at the DNA Level. Borders A and B were
defined genetically based on recombination events in 2,920 in-
formative chromosomes from 1,460 F2 individuals (35). The
Fig. 1. Comparison between the arrangement of 70 genes on the HSY with
homologous copies on the X (HSY-X gene pairs, see text). Each gene’s location
is indicated by a horizontal line. The vertical black lines indicate the HSY and
X sequences, and the sequences encoding the transcripts are numbered
according to their order in the X region. The solid yellow circles indicate four
heterochromatic knobs (Knobs 2–5) in the HSY (30) and Knob 1 in the X.
Knobs 2–5 are specific to the HSY, but their estimated corresponding posi-
tions in the X region are indicated by empty yellow circles. Green labels in-
dicate that both transcript copies are functional genes, blue labels indicate
that the HSY transcript is a pseudogene, red labels indicate that the X tran-
script is a pseudogene, and purple labels indicate that both HSY and X copies
are pseudogenes. The two inverted regions and the collinear region are
marked. Inversion 1 in the HSY was split into two regions due to translocation.
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sequence in the nonrecombining HSY region is expected to differ
from that carried on the X chromosome, whereas the flanking
recombining pseudoautosomal regions should show high homol-
ogy. The genetically defined border A is adjacent to a heterochro-
matic knob (Knob 1 in Fig. 1), which is indeed present on both the
X and Yh chromosomes at the same location (36). In the HSY
physicalmap, but not that of theX, there is a gap between borderA
and Knob 2; Knob 1 could not be mapped in the HSY due to high
sequence similarity with Knob 1 in the X (35).
HSY border B was identified on both the HSY and X physical
maps. BACs SH85C03 and SH86B15 are immediately adjacent to
the genetically defined border (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A; ref. 35). In
BAC SH85C03, a 90-kb sequence overlaps and is identical with X
BAC SH30B21, showing that SH85C03 (and also SH86B15) is in
the X chromosome. A BAC clone, SH60M19, which has an insert
size of 252 kb, includes an identical overlap of 20.5 kb with HSY
BAC 58C24 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A). SH60M19 aligns with part of
the X BAC SH85C03 and the entire X BAC SH86B15, extending
7,110 bp beyond its end. Across the 182-kb region of the X BAC
SH86B15 that aligns with HSY sequence, the numbers of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertion/deletion indels
between the X and Yh decline over the first 80 kb from the genetic
border, and the remaining 102 kb furthest from the genetic border
includes only six SNPs and six single-base indels, close to the se-
quencing error of 1 per 105 nucleotides (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B).
The molecular HSY border B, where sequence homology with the
X region becomes high, lies about 277 kb beyond the genetically
defined border; this 277-kb region makes up about 50% of the
collinear region and is still recombining, as seen by the fine map-
ping carried out by Na et al. (35).
Repetitive Sequences and Intrachromosomal Duplications. The 8.1-
Mb HSY is more than twice as large as the corresponding 3.5-Mb
X region. The difference is mainly due to the repetitive sequence
content, which represents 79.3% of the HSY sequence and
67.2% of its X counterpart; both are much higher than the pa-
paya-genome-wide average of 51.9% (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and
Table S1; refs. 34 and 37). Ty3-gypsy elements are the most
abundant repeats in both the HSY and X.
Consistent with HSY expansion, in the overlapping regions,
we identified 20 HSY-specific repeat units, which were not found
in the publicly available repeat databases, (10.7% of its length, see
SI Appendix, Table S2) versus only a single X-specific repetitive
sequence (3.5% of its sequence). The HSY repeats mostly ac-
cumulated in two regions, one estimated to be between 2.3 and
3.8 Mb (on the x-axis of SI Appendix, Fig. S4) and the other at
5.5–7.8 Mb. We also scanned the sequences for tandem repeats
and estimate that these form 3.1% of the X-region sequences
and 3.8% of the HSY (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S3).
Large-scale homologous comparisons of unmasked sequences
between the X and HSY revealed that two blocks (1.7 and 2.4Mb)
account for a great portion of the larger physical size of the HSY
compared with the X region. These regions are highly repetitive,
with 84.6% and 87.2% repetitive sequences, respectively, and
correspond to heterochromaticKnob 3 in the first block andKnobs
4 and 5 in the second block (36), forming two large gaps between
HSY gene islands (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). HSY-specific repeats are
enriched in these blocks, of which most are Ty3-gypsy elements
(SI Appendix, Table S4).
Intrachromosomal similarity analysis of the HSY pseudomo-
lecule revealed that 96 sequences (a combined length of 315.9 kb,
or 3.9% of the total) are direct (noninverted) duplications, with
fragment lengths ranging from 1 kb (the cutoff used) to 25 kb
(SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Sequence divergence between the dupli-
cates is 0–2%, and the two members are located from 6 kb to
5.6 Mb apart within the HSY. In addition, 61 sequence fragments
are inverted duplications with 0–2% sequence divergence (cu-
mulatively about 157 kb of the HSY sequence, or 1.9% of the
total) (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Altogether, the 157 pairs of dupli-
cated segments in the HSY constitute a length of 473 kb, 5.8% of
the HSY sequence. In contrast, the 3.5 Mb of X counterpart
sequence contains only 8 duplications (totaling 17.3 kb, or 0.5%
of the X region sequence); 6 are direct duplications (11.8 kb total
length, 0.3% of the X sequence), and 2 are inverted (5.5 kb, or
0.2% of the X sequence) (SI Appendix, Fig. S7).
Without an outgroup, we cannot definitively infer which changes
occurred in the X and which changes occurred in the HSY, but the
fact that theHSYdiffers most from other genome regions suggests
that it has expanded. The companion article to our study, with
analyses of a portion of the fully sex-linked region of the X chro-
mosome and an outgroup (38), supports this conclusion.
Two Evolutionary Strata in the X Corresponding to Two Inversions in
the HSY. There are 70 transcription units that are alignable be-
tween the X and HSY; these units are found in three subregions
(Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S5): The first HSY region, with
coding sequence pairs 1–27, is inverted with respect to the X
order; pairs 28–52 are inverted and rearranged in a second HSY
region; and pairs 53–70 (region 3) are in a collinear region next
to border B of the HSY and X regions.
To estimate the time since recombination stopped between
the HSY and X across the sex-specific region, we analyzed di-
vergence for 70 X/HSY nonduplicated sequence pairs with
known X physical map positions. We estimated the numbers of
synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (Ks) and silent
(synonymous or intron site) substitutions per silent site (Ksil) in
these sequences, which reflect the divergence times of the gene
pairs (SI Appendix, Tables S6 and S7). The values clearly reveal
two distinct evolutionary strata. These strata correspond per-
fectly with the two inversions identified above (Fig. 2); di-
vergence values for sequence pairs in inversions 1 and 2 differ
Fig. 2. Plot of synonymous site divergence (Ks) of 70 paired X/HSY genes
arranged according to the location on the X chromosome. Horizontal lines
indicate the mean Ks value of the genes found in each region (inversion 1,
inversion 2, and collinear). Divergence values are significantly different be-
tween inversion 1, inverion 2, and the collinear region (P < 0.01). Gene pair
names for each stratum are given in SI Appendix, Table S6.
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significantly for either divergence measure (Ks or Ksil P < 0.01 by
Mann–Whitney U tests, SI Appendix, Table S8).
The 18 intact gene pairs in the collinear region have signifi-
cantly lower nucleotide divergence than the 25 gene pairs in
stratum 2. The differences between inversion 2 and the collinear
region probably reflect the fact that variants at sites closely
linked to a site under balancing selection are expected to have
variability elevated above that at unlinked sites (39, 40).
We estimated the divergence times for the gene pairs in the two
strata by applying a molecular clock rate estimated for the closely
related family Brassicaceae to our Ksil estimates, which yielded
lower and upper bounds of 1.9–9.5 MY for stratum 1 (mean 7.0
MY) and 0–6.9 MY (mean 1.9 MY) for stratum 2. Because of the
correspondence between the strata and the physical organization
difference between the HSY and the X, we conclude that inversion
1 occurred first and that the HSY-specific region expanded when
the second inversion occurred. HSY stratum 1 is therefore probably
younger than the nonrecombining region of the Y chromosome in
S. latifolia, where the oldest stratum formed about 10 MYA (30).
The gene order within the two inversions in theHSY is no longer
simply the reversed X gene order; other intrachromosomal rear-
rangements have clearly occurred after the initial inversion events
(Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Figs. S8 and S9 and Table S5). Rear-
rangements involving regions that contain X/Yh gene pairs are
clearly detectable; indels and other rearrangements in noncoding
sequences are too numerous to count, as shown by direct com-
parisons of pairedX andHSYBACs (33).We estimate that at least
nine rearrangements are required to reach the current gene order
in the older inversion 1, including three inversions, four trans-
locations, and two duplications. In the younger inversion 2, we
detect at least seven chromosomal rearrangements, including four
inversions, two translocations, and one inverted translocation. In
the portion of the sex-specific region where an outgroup can be
compared, theX is colinear with the outgroup (38), suggesting that
the rearrangements occurred in the HSY.
Gene Contents of the X Region and Its HSY Counterpart. After sev-
eral rounds of gene prediction and validation by RT-PCR, 72
protein-coding genes were annotated in the HSY and 84 protein-
coding genes were annotated in its X counterpart, showing lower
gene content in the HSY (Table 1). There are 106 combined
protein-coding genes in the HSY and X, including 50 X/HSY
paired genes, 22 HSY-specific genes, and 34 X-specific genes (SI
Appendix, Tables S9, S10, and S11). The average gene density is
one gene per 112.5 kb in the HSY, much lower than the average
of one gene per 43.2 kb in the X counterpart, which is still lower
than the genome-wide average of one gene per 16 kb (34).
We classified coding sequences with premature stop codons,
frame shift mutations, or truncated proteins as pseudogenes. Of
the 96 transcription units annotated in the HSY, 72 are protein-
coding genes as described above and 24 (25%) are pseudogenes
(Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S10A and Table S12). In the X
counterpart, 84 of the 98 are protein-coding genes and 14 (14%)
are pseudogenes (SI Appendix, Fig. S10B). Four pseudogene pairs
are found in both the X and the HSY. There are 124 combined
transcription units, including 70 X/HSY paired, 26 HSY-specific,
and 28 X-specific units. The 70 paired transcription units include
50 paired genes, 10 X genes paired with HSY pseudogenes, 6
HSY genes paired with X pseudogenes, and 4 paired X/HSY
pseudogenes. There are 28 X-specific transcription units, but 34
X-specific genes. This appears not to make sense at the first
glance; the cause of this discrepancy is the 10 X-gene–HSY
pseudogene pairs. There are 24 X-specific genes without any
homologous sequences (genes or pseudogenes) and 4 X-specific
pseudogenes. For the same reason, the 26 HSY-specific tran-
scription units include 16 (not 22) HSY-specific genes without
homologous sequences and 10 HSY-specific pseudogenes.
What proportion of genes present in the ancestral chromosome
region have copies whose functions have been lost since re-
combination stopped? Although a slightly higher proportion of the
HSY than X sequences are pseudogenes (25% versus 14%), the
difference is nonsignificant. The sequences classified as pseudogenes
have intact sequences, suggesting that their functions were only re-
cently lost. HSY–X divergence per nonsynonymous site (Ka) in
nonpseudogene sequences is considerably lower than their Ksil or
synonymous divergence, Ks. The Ka/Ks average is 0.40 for the 27
genes in the older inversion, similar to values in the other two regions
(SI Appendix, Table S6).
When a gene copy exists in the HSY and also in an autosome,
but not the X, gain from the autosomes (i.e., movement from
a heterologous chromosome) seems more likely than loss from
the X. Using this reasoning, we estimated that the HSY acquired
10 transcripts from autosomes, but the X region acquired none
(Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S10 A and B). Of the 124 tran-
scription units annotated in either the HSY or the X region, 114
were therefore probably present in the ancestral chromosome.
Although the ancestral gene number is not estimated definitively,
these values suggest somewhat greater gene and gene function
loss from the HSY than the X.
The gene content differs to a surprising degree between theHSY
and X region. For example, 28 transcript-encoding sequences
(corresponding to 24 X genes and 4 pseudogenes) are X-specific,
with no homologs on either the HSY or the autosomes, whereas 16
transcripts (9HSY genes and 7 pseudogenes) areHSY-specific and
are absent from the X and autosomes (Table 1 and SI Appendix,
Table S12). In total, the HSY has no functional copies of 52 genes
(the 28 X-specific genes and pseudogenes plus 24 HSY pseudo-
genes), whereas theX region lacks functional copies of 30 genes (14
X pseudogenes plus the 16 HSY-specific genes); this difference is
significant (P = 0.014 by a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test).
Most of theHSY- andX-specific genes are in the older inversion
1, which includes 20 of 22 (91%) of the HSY-specific protein
coding genes (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S13). Seven of the 22
genes, six of which are in inversion 1, match paralogs in the auto-
somes, suggesting possible gains by the HSY. Nine genes that have
no matching sequences in the X counterpart or autosomes, are all
in inversion 1; these could either represent additions to theHSYor
losses from the X. The remaining six HSY-specific genes have
homologous X-pseudogenes: four in inversion 1, one in inversion
2, and one in the collinear region. The X-specific genes are also
mostly in the older stratum (26 of 34 of the X-specific protein-
coding genes = 76%), whereas X/Yh sequence pairs are rarest in
this region (14 of 50 = 28%). In contrast, the region inverted later
(inversion 2) contains only one (5%)HSY-specific and eight (24%)
X-specific genes. The collinear region contains oneY-specific gene
(5%) and none that are specific to the X. Of the four HSY/X
pseudogene pairs, one is also in inversion 1.
Discussion
Sequencing the papaya HSY and its X counterpart provides
a complete picture of the sex-specific regions of a plant sex chro-
mosome pair and supports theoretical models of the early stages of
sex chromosome evolution (41, 42). First, our results directly in-
dicate that inversions in the HSY region caused recombination
suppression with the X, initiating sex chromosome evolution and
permitting numerous intrachromosomal rearrangements that are
predicted to become fixed on theY after recombination ceases (43).
Rearrangements were even detected in the recent inversion that
occurred only 1.9 MYA. The high number of rearrangements
suggests that they may have involved ectopic recombination events
between similar transposable element sequences. The involvement
of two inversions in the suppression of recombination, resulting in
two strata, contributes to the generality of “evolutionary strata”
observed in mammals, birds, and the plant S. latifolia (30, 44–46),
supporting the notion that suppressed recombination between
sex chromosomes generally evolves in multiple events (42). Our
results reveal that the inversions are not the sole contributor to
suppression of recombination. We found that about half of the
collinear region has stopped recombining. This finding is consistent
with the involvement of sexually antagonistic mutations, which
benefit one sex but harm the other, as predicted by sex-chromosome
evolution models (47, 48). If such mutations occur at loci closely
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linked to a male-specific region and establish a polymorphism, this
leads to selection for suppressed recombination (49).
Our results also support the predicted early accumulation of
transposable elements in the initial stages of sex-chromosome
evolution after recombination stops, leading to the physical
expansion of the sex-determining regions (42). 80.2% of the
younger inversion 2 sequence is already repetitive, as is at least
80.7% of inversion 1 (probably an underestimate, because ele-
ments degenerate after insertions and become unrecognizable).
The physical size of the younger inversion 2 in the HSY is more
than double that of its X chromosome counterpart, due to ac-
cumulation of repetitive sequences since the suppression of re-
combination (80.2% in HSY vs. 60.5% in the X, Fig. 1).
However, the older inversion 1 region is similar in size in the
HSY and X chromosome regions, and they have similar re-
petitive sequence content (80.7% and 76.5%, respectively). The
papaya X counterpart also has a higher repetitive content than
the genome-wide average, as has been found in other organisms
(50). The lower gene density and higher repetitive sequences in
the X region corresponding to inversion 1 suggest that the X
chromosome might be expanding (see the companion paper, ref.
38). In addition, the X chromosomes recombine in females, but
the X region does not recombine with the Y or Yh in males or
hermaphrodites. To a lesser extent than the Y, the X region will
thus have a lower effective population size than the autosomes
and a reduced efficacy of purifying selection; this may explain the
higher level of repetitive sequences in the X region corre-
sponding to the older inversion 1 compared with the inversion 2
(SI Appendix, Table S12; ref. 38). The X expansion is further
supported by comparing part of the X with the orthologous au-
tosome in Vasconcellea monoica, a related monoecious species
that does not have sex chromosomes (38).
The HSY has fewer functional genes than the X region. Al-
though it is possible that genes have been added to the X
chromosome (e.g., perhaps mediated through retrotransposon
activity), we found no clear examples of this and so we infer that
the differences in gene content between the HSY and the X
region mostly represent the loss or pseudogenization of genes
present on the ancestral chromosome. Gene loss and pseudo-
genization, along with transposable element accumulation, are
consistent with predictions of the beginning of Y degeneration in
the early stages of sex-chromosome evolution (42).
Methods
Gene Annotation. The repeat-masked HSY and X sequences were blasted to
the papaya EST and gene model databases, and EST datasets of Medicago
truncatula, Oryza sativa, Populus trichocarpa, Vitis vinifera, and Arabidopsis
thaliana, using tblastx for transcription unit identification. Two gene-pre-
diction programs, Genscan and Fgenesh, were also used to predict addi-
tional genes that may have been missed by the former approach. Each
predicted transcript was translated in all six reading frames to distinguish
protein-coding ones from pseudogenes. Potential functions of protein-cod-
ing transcripts were predicted using conserved domains and homologous
gene functions.
BAC Clone Sequencing and Assembly. Individual BAC clones were sequenced
using Sanger sequencing method. Escherichia coli genomic sequences, vector
sequences, lowquality sequences, and ambiguous sequenceswere removed from
the Sanger reads. The trimmed sequences were assembled using Phred/Phrap/
Consed (51, 52), CAP3 (53) packages, and Sequencher software (Gene Codes).
GenBank accession numbers of sequenced BACs are listed in SI Appendix,
Table S14.
Repetitive Sequence Analysis. Known repeats were identified in the HSY and X
pseudomolecule sequencesusingRepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org)
Table 1. Summary of the transcription units in the HSY and corresponding X chromosomal
region
Total no. of sequences
Types of sequences HSY X
Combined transcription units in HSY and X 124
Total transcription units 96 98
Transcription unit pairs 70
HSY- or X-specific transcription units* 26 28
Combined intact protein-coding transcription units 106
Intact protein-coding transcription units 72 84
Genes present in the HSY and X 50
Copy present elsewhere in the papaya whole genome 2
Genes specific to the HSY or X† 22 34
Protein-coding transcripts specific to the HSY or X 16 24
Copy present elsewhere in the papaya whole genome 7 0
Sequences of unknown origin 9 24
Protein coding genes in one region and pseudogenes in the other‡ 6 10
Combined pseudogene transcription units 34
Total pseudogene transcription units 24 14
Transcripts that are pseudogenes 4
Combined pseudogene–gene pairs 16
Pseudogenes in one region and protein coding genes in the other‡ 10ψ 6ψ
Pseudogenes specific to the HSY or X 10 4
Copy present elsewhere in the papaya whole genome 3 0
Sequence of unknown origin 7 4
*HSY- or X-specific transcription units include HSY- and X-specific protein coding transcripts (16 and 24 tran-
scripts, respectively) and HSY- and X-specific pseudogenes (10 and 4 transcripts, respectively).
†Genes specific to the HSY or X include 16 HSY-specific and 24 X-specific protein coding transcripts as well as the
6 and 10 paired gene–pseudogene transcripts, respectively.
‡These pseudogenes are included twice in the table, once in the “Protein coding genes in one region and
pseudogenes in the other” category and once in the “Pseudogenes in one region and protein coding genes
in the other” category. There are 6 transcripts that are functional genes on the HSY and pseudogenes on the X
and 10 transcripts that are functional genes on the X and pseudogenes on the HSY. They are only counted once
in the combined transcript unit total.
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with a custom repeat library generated by combining Repbase, TIGR plant
repeats (http://plantrepeats.plantbiology.msu.edu/index.html), and papaya
repeats (37). Sex-specific repeats in the HSX and X were identified using
RepeatScout-V1. Nonredundant repeats longer than 100 bp were compared
with papaya repeats using CD-HIT software (54). Tandem repeatswere analyzed
using the Tandem Repeats Finder software (55). The schematics were drawn
using DomainDraw (56).
Inversion Analysis. Concatenated repeat-masked pseudomolecules of HSY
and its X counterpart were aligned using Mauve, a genome alignment tool,
using the default settings (http://asap.ahabs.wisc.edu/mauve/index.php) (57).
Different local collinear block (LCB) weights (nucleotide alignment scores)
ranging from 1 to 300,000 were applied to visualize the sequence rear-
rangements that differ between the HSY and the X regions.
Intrachromosomal Duplication. Concatenated repeat-masked pseudomole-
cules of HSY and the corresponding X region were blasted against each other
to identify intrachromosomal duplications, using a cutoff of 98% sequence
identity in alignments of 1,000 bp.
Sequence Divergence Analysis of Coding Sequences. The X and HSY transcript
pairs were sequentially aligned using BioEdit. Exon and intron junctions of
the aligned transcript pairs were designated based on the predicted gene
structure. The substitution rates were estimated for synonymous (Ks), non-
synonymous (Ka), and silent (Ksil) sites by using the method of Nei and
Gojobori (58) implemented in DnaSP v5. Divergence times for the transcript
pairs were determined according to the methods described by Li (59), using
the synonymous substitution rate of 4 × 10−9 substitutions per synonymous
site per year determined for Arabidopsis relatives (60).
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